From: GH-OPS
To: CUR, JCRC

Subj: REMAINS IN VIETNAM

Source:

a. Name: 5C
b. DOB: 50  1941
c. FOR: 55
d. Former Position: Vendor
e. Present Location: 50
f. Identification Data: 50
g. DOI: March 1985
h. Date of Interview: 12 July 1985
i. Interviewed by: GSGT B. M. McIntyre, USMC

Source is a 44 year old Vietnamese immigrant (COD) who provided limited information pertaining to remains in Vietnam.

Information:

About a month prior to source's departure from Vietnam, a friend, 55C of 55D, BMC told source that her 55C uncle in Da Nang has two remains buried in his garden. He also claims to have two dog tags. (RTI).

D. M. McIntyre
GSGT, USMC
Chief, Operations

Resolution Center

Refugee Report & Preliminary Evaluation

Source Data: 5C

Refugee Report Interview ER & Date: RP85-085, 5 August 1985

Analyst: SSGT R. E. CORD

Cross Reference(s): None.

Category Data: Casualty Data/Third Hand Account.

Findings: Review of the limited data provided by the source reveals no correlation to the data in the JCRC files.

Correlate Data: None.

Background/Comments: None.

Disposition: JCRC Liaison Office, Bangkok

C. USA

Commander

JCRC A6S Files

JASC/ISA, PW-MIA Affairs

JCRC Refno File

DISP: JDC LIAISON OFFICE, BANGKOK

C. USA

Commander

JCRC A6S Files

JASC/ISA, PW-MIA Affairs

JCRC Refno File

His is not a final evaluation, this is a preliminary analytical position. This evaluation and event attached refugee report may be released to the NRC upon deletion of all source names and identification data.
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